WHY CHOOSE US
 We

manufacture quality paint
 We offer affordable prices
 Outstanding customer service
 We are reliable and convenient
 We are professional

ABOUT US

Nyota paints is a brand of SERIPLUS LIMITED
manufacturing company with a mission to
give amazing experiences to everyone we
come in contact with. From our office staff to
our painters, we work hard to earn and keep
the trust of our customers through timeliness,
consistency and active project management.
We provide competitive pricing, financing
and budget friendly options to consistently
meet the needs of our customers.
We are fully licensed, insured and bonded
with warranties to ensure that you and your
investments are protected.

CORE VALUES
 Integrity

 Responsibility
 Loyalty
 Respect

Along Outering Road, Cardinal Otunga Road,
behind Equity Bank

P.O BOX 9092-00100 Nairobi, Kenya
(+254) 0714099432, 0708 507 898,
0734563099, 0720 473 669
info@nyotapaints.com,
nyotapaints@gmail.com
Nyota Paints`
www.nyotapaints.com
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VINYL MATT EMULSION

PAINTS

Vinyl Matt emulsion is a top quality paint for interior and
exterior use. It is easy to apply using brush, roller or spray
and produces a tough, long-lasting matt finish.
Spreading capacity; Approximately 15/16 sq.m/ltrs. For
best results apply 2 coats when Re-decorating and 3 coats
when painting new unpainted walls and ceilings.
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HI-GLOSS ENAMEL WHITE

PAINTS

Hi-Gloss Enamel is an economy quality product with a
blend of high quality pigments. It gives excellent opacity,
long term durability and protection to metal, plaster, bricks,
wood, hard boards etc.
Spreading Capacity- Approximately 11-13sq.m/liter
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Rollers and
Roller frames
Paint Brushes

Paint mixer

Razor-knife

COVER MATT EMULSION WHITE

PAINTS

Sand papers

Silk Vinyl Sheen produces a tough silky and washable paint ideal
for Kitchens, bathrooms and high traffic areas.
It reduces maintenance coast when applied to corridors, staircase
walls and public areas. It is quick and easy to use, dries fast and
has little odour.

Spreading CapacityApprox. 14-15sq.m/liter on smooth surfaces.

Being one of the most widely used hydrocarbon solvent, Nyota mineral turpentine
combines good solvency with controlled
evaporation. It is used for thinning paints,
linseed oil, waxes and polishes. It also
cleanses metals, brushes and equipment
after painting.
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Scrapper

WHITE SPIRIT

THINNER

Thinners are used for cleaning
applications tools such as spray and
guns. Standard thinners also
offer good drying times than
conventional cellulose thinners.

Spreading Capacity-Approx. 14-15sq.m/liter on smooth surfaces.

PAINTSSILK VINYL SHEEN

TURPENTINE

Masking tape

Mixed Stainless Steel
Palette Scraper

Formulated to provide an economical matt finish, Cover matt is
suitable for coating exterior cement rendered walls, masonry/
interior walls and ceilings. It is quick and easy to apply by brush,
roller or spray and has excellent hiding power.
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White spirit is a petroleum distillate used
as a paint thinner and mild solvent. It
cleans and degreases machine tools and
parts

PAINTS GREY METAL PRIMER

Grey metal primer is a good quality rust-inhibiting metal
primer suitable for use on iron and steelwork and aluminum
alloys especially suitable where light colored finishes are
required. It has excellent opacity and film build.
Spreading Capacity– Approx. 12/16sq.m/liter
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ACCESSORIES

PAINTS SUPPER GLOSS ENAMEL

Manufactured from high quality raw materials, Nyota Super Gloss is a rich paint with a tough, deep gloss finish.
When re-painting surfaces of the same shade, no undercoat
is required.
Spreading Capacity- Approx. 15-16sq.m/liter
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White plastic
Paint Pails
Tape measure
Sign writer brushes

Ladders

